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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to visually identify whether outliers exist in the Age
column and quantify the outliers before the outliers are
removed.
Which three Azure Machine Learning Studio modules should you
use in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate modules from
the list of modules to the answer area and arrange them in the
correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation
Create Scatterplot
Summarize Data
Clip Values
You can use the Clip Values module in Azure Machine Learning
Studio, to identify and optionally replace data values that are
above or below a specified threshold. This is useful when you
want to remove outliers or replace them with a mean, a
constant, or other substitute value.
References:
https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/azuredev/2017/05/27/data-clean
sing-tools-in-azure-machine-learning/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/machine-learning/studiomodule-reference/clip-values

NEW QUESTION: 2
When odpscmd is used to connect to a project in MaxCompute, the
command ______ can be executed to view the size of the space
occupied by table table_a.
Score 2
A. size table_a;
B. select size from table_a;
C. show table table_a;
D. desc table_a;
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Scenario
A photographer from Portraits Ltd, a professional photographic
company, has taken on the role of Team Manager after taking
some time to understand the requirements of the project. A
contract for their services has been set up and is being
monitored by the Purchasing Manager and a Work Package has been
agreed. This contract specifies that the photographer must
arrange a meeting with the Engineering Manager to establish a
schedule for the photo sessions to minimize the impact on the
Engineering staff. This meeting should have occurred by now.
The Engineering Manager was made aware of this requirement but
when asked he reported that he has received no communication
from the photographer. The Project Manager has tried to call
the photographer and has had no response. The Project Manager
believes there is a risk that Portraits Ltd are overbooking
work and prioritizing other clients' work. If Portraits ltd do
not deliver on schedule the project will be delayed and the
expected benefits will be reduced.
The contract is to be reviewed and Portraits Ltd reminded of
their agreement.
The project is now in stage 2. The Project Manager has heard
about the possibility of a competitor also producing a calendar

to be delivered earlier than the target date for this project.
There is a threat that the early release of a competitor's
calendar may weaken the impact of the MNO Manufacturing Company
calendar, thereby reducing the anticipated benefits of the
Calendar project.
Column 1 contains a number of risk responses identified by the
Project Manager following an assessment of this risk. Column 2
contains a list of threat response types. For each risk
response in Column 1, select from Column 2 the type of response
it represents. Each option from Column 2 can be used once, more
than once or not at all.
Column 1 contains a number of possible risk responses to the
above risk. For each risk response, select from Column 2 the
appropriate risk threat response type that it represents. Each
selection from Column 2 can be used once, more than once or not
at all.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
1 - Accept
2 - Fallback
3 - Share
4 - Accept
5 - Fallback
6 - Avoid

NEW QUESTION: 4
why do you recommend modeling a data layer in SAP BW/4HANA?
there are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. To homogenize and cleanse data from different sources.
B. To pre-defined a data layout
C. To immediately display changed entries
D. To fullfill snapshot requirements
Answer: A,D
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